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改进的 NK 模型，在要素层上采用广义 NK 模型。在此基础上，提出了基于商务
模式双层 NK 模型的计算实验方法，并用多组典型商务模式类型验证了商务模式




























































As a response to changes in the external and internal environment and access to 
competitive advantages, business model innovation has become the focus of the 
enterprises, also a greater challenge than ever before. Based on the concept 
framework of mesoscopic approach to business model and the study of business 
model innovation on the basis of complex system theory, the thesis led tiers into the 
study of business model innovation, reflected the characteristics of kinds of business 
models by emergence between two tiers, and then viewed business model innovation 
as an evolutional process of business model, analyzed the rules of business model 
evolution from the point of a dynamic view, summarized the laws of business model 
innovation. 
Business model was considered as a complex system based on the theory and 
methodology of complexity science and modeled to be two-tiered NK models by 
using NK model approach for the study of complexity of business model innovation, 
which includes a NK model on components tier and a generalized NK model on 
elements tier. A method of computational experiments was also developed based on 
two-tiered NK model of business model and several typical types verified the 
two-tiered NK model of business model and the method of computational 
experiments. Therefore, two-tiered NK model of business model and the method of 
computational experiments provided an effective analysis tool for the study of 
complexity of business model innovation. Meanwhile, based on two-tiered NK model, 
the thesis used complex adaptive system and Swarm to establish the evolution model 
of business model, and the method of computational experiments-related, then 
analyzed the characteristics of emergence created from elements to components, 
summarized the laws of evolution process of business model. 
Studies suggested that characteristics emergented by tiers transference provide 
the possibilities of business model innovation. The business model which the 














showed a better adaptation performance no matter in their own characteristics or in 
the process of evolution. Those business models can better meet the need of 
competition and development. These conclusions have guidance when the enterprises 
decide to choose business model from kinds of alternative schemes. 
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